
Manufacturer of 

cotton, canvas, and 

HDPE tarpaulins. 

MFG by : Rain Safe Tarpaulin 

Tarpaulin Manufacturer 



Specialized manufacturer and exporter of Tarpaulin,",HDPE 
tarpaulin which includes waterproof tarpaulins ,", cotton 
canvas ," , PVC tarpaulins ,", waterproof cotton canvas ,", 
HDPE tent ,", packaging HDPE tarpaulin covers and water 
proof HDPE tarpaulin covers ,", hdpe tarpaulins fabric ,", water 
proof hdpe tarpaulins and heat sealed hdpe tarpaulins. Also 
deals in hdpe tarpaulin from India in [Gujarat] at Ahmedabad, 
Surat, Baroda, Mumbai, Delhi, Rajasthan. 

Our aim of quality is to fulfill the customer requirements. Our 
reputation is determined by Cooperation, Dedication, Service 
and Attitude towards quality. 

www.rainsafe.in 
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www.rainsafe.in 

Tents 
Tents are available in various characteristics, features 
and styles, its designs ranges from a single-person 
accommodation design to huge cabin and frame tents 
which comes with partition and are ready to be 
furnished. 

Manufacturer and exporter of 
tent, hdpe tent, beach tent army 

tent, camping tent, relief tent, 
military tent. Located in India 

[Gujarat] Ahmedabad. 

http://www.rainsafe.in/


Tents - Beach Tent 

Size :- 3 mtr X 3 mtr  

Central height :- 3 mtr 

Side wall height :- 2.5 



Tents - Army Tent 

Size :- 
14 X 14 feet 
( 4.25 meter X 4.25 meter ) 

Central height :- 2.25 mtr 

Side wall height :- 2 feet 

Frame Type :- Bamboo 

Window :- No window Gate Two side open gate 



Tents - Camping Tent 

Size :- 
2 feet x 24 feet  
(including veranda and bath room) 

Central height :- 3.65 mtr 

Side wall height :- 2 meter 

Frame Type :- Bamboo 

Window :- 2 Gate 1 

IDesc :- 
12 x 12 room, 12 x 6 bath room, 
12 x 6 open veranda 



Tents - Relief  Tent 

Size :- Double fly single fold 4 x 4m 

Central height :- 2.2 mtr 

Side wall height :- .09 meter 

Frame Type :- Bamboo 

Gate :- 1 
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Canvas Tarpaulin 
We are one of the largest and oldest cotton canvas 
product manufacturers from India. Cotton Canvas 
Fabric, Canvas Covers, Canvas Bags -- you name it and 
the Canvas Product range has it. 
 

Canvas Tarpaulin, Canvas 
Tarpaulin Manufacturers, Canvas 

Tarpaulin in Ahmedabad 
[Gujarat] India. 
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Canvas Tarpaulin - Cotton Bags 
Kit Bags are made from duck cotton. They are cylindrical in 
shape and the closure is effected by means of a string provided 
at the top. The bag is intended for keeping the outfit 
necessaries of a soldier. 



Canvas Tarpaulin -  
Cotton Canvas / Duck Fabric 

We manufacture Cotton Canvas Fabric & Duck Fabric upto 63 
inch or 160 cms. width. Our Canvas is Loomstate,Dyed Water & 
mildew Proofed, Fire Retardant . 



Canvas Tarpaulin - Cover 

Covers can be made out of cotton canvas or duck or pvc in 
required colour. Covers are made as per the specification & 
drawings provided. . 
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Tarpaulins 
We manufacture different types of Cotton Canvas / 
Duck, Hdpe & PVC Tarpaulins to meet different 
purposes of different people.  

Tarpaulin Manufacturer - HDPE 
Tarpaulin, Tarpaulin 

Manufacturer in Ahmedabad, 
India 

http://www.rainsafe.in/


Tarpaulin 

PVC Tarpaulin 

Canvas Tarpaulin 



Tarpaulin - Pe Tarpaulin / Poly Tarpaulin 

POLY TARPAULINS are made out of High Density Polythene 
(HDPE) Fabric and low density (LDPE) Coating on both side. Poly 
Tarpaulin is Heat sealed, so without stickingPoly Tarpaulin, Poly 
Tarpaulins, Poly Tarpaulin Manufacturer, Poly Tarpaulin in India. 
Eyelets are provided at distance of every 1.5 mtrs.  



Tarpaulin for Storage :   

UV stablished, it projects valuable 
commodities, food grains, cotton, 
fertilizer &Tarpaulin for Storage, Tendu 
Leaves, Transport, Outdoors. chemical 
from dampness. Strong and sturdy, it 
takes care of your valuable goods just 
like a weather proof second skin 



Tarpaulin for Tendu Leaves :   

Extra strong Tarpaulin projects valuable cargo during 
transportation by road, rail or ship from rain and hot 
winds.Shiltrap Tarpaulin ensures that the cargo is safe and 
intact. 



Tarpaulin for Transport :   
Extra strong Tarpaulin projects valuable cargo during 
transportation by road, rail or ship from rain and hot winds. 
Shiltrap Tarpaulin ensures that the cargo is safe and intact. 



Tarpaulin for Outdoors :   
High tech Tarpaulin is ideal for picnics & outdoor functions. 
Trekkers, campers and holiday makers have a trustworthy friend 
in Tarpaulin, that is ideal for shelter against sun and rain. 
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Address 

41/45 v.v chandan street, 
Vadgadi,  
Mumbai-3 

Head Office                   

40 top floor, New cloth market,  
Ahmedabad  
Gujarat, INDIA 

Branch Office                        

Phone no : +91-79- 3042 2275 

Email : info@rainsafe.in 

http://www.rainsafe.in/


THANK 
YOU 

Prepared by : Ahmedabad Web designing  

http://www.ahmedabadwebdesigning.com/

